
                                                                                                                             January 25, 2019 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
I hope everyone did well with the snow last weekend and then the bitter cold at the beginning of 
the week.  We then had warm temps for the middle of the week which gave us a brief break. 
This is what we love about living in New England as the weather continuously changes.  The 
children were excited to play on our playground with the high snow piles.  It is great to see them 
be able to enjoy the snow finally.  You might want to consider sending a second pair of mittens 
for their second recess as some of them get wet at the first recess and don’t have a chance to 
dry before our lunch recess.  
 
During our short week, the students learned about two more letters in Fundations:  h and k. 
This leaves us five for lowercase letters to introduce.  They are really doing well with the letter 
recognition and sounds.  The letter formation goes well when we practice and we are working 
on it carrying over into other writing times.  This can be very challenging for some children. 
 
In our Readers Workshop, the children are learning about looking at the end of words when they 
are reading.  They are also learning to read more words at snap and how rereading helps with 
this.  We keep working to increase the number of snap words that they know in a snap.  
 
In math, the students continue to practice counting through our math centers.  They also are 
learning about different math combinations through our number corner.  Continue having your 
child practice counting forward and backward from different numbers.  This can be tricky. 
 
Upcoming Events: 
February 14:  PTA 6:30 
February 18-23:  February Break 
March 21: Early Dismissal (12:50)-Parent Conferences 
March 22:  Parent Conferences 
 
Have a great weekend! 
 


